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The rationale of psychedelic therapy with the chronic alcoholic patient and the then i
alcoholic •patients is focused on the aliena- extant several reports on the drug's use- Rati

'_ tion-breaking potential of "peak" or psy- fulness, we launched our own explorations

_ chedelic experiences inducdd with the aid with patients hospitalized in the Alcoholic Fi
of LSD. An exemplary LSD session reporL Rehabilitation Unit Of the Spring Grove the
and MMPI data on 69 pilot patients are State Hospital in Baltimore, Md. alto

• _ presented [or illustration. While all pres-. From the very.beginning, our approach in
•' *_ pres_,: ent results indicate that psychedelic therapy to the use of this potent compound was

does add significantly to presently avail- marked by extreme respect. We started by othe
able alcoholic rehabilitation resources, it is implementing a treatment effort, called the uniq

_ :_ emphasized that safe and effective use of psychedelic procedure, which consisted of ingf;
'__: the

_, LSD requires specialized training, approximately three weeks of intensive psy-
_ !', ehotherapy incorporating one high-dose first

!__; (450 ftg.), highly structured LSD session, men
.... _, In the preliminary phase of this work, TI

/'_ ri'_SATTrm ADMINISTRATION Of an effective 69 male inpatients were treated as de- has
il ldose of LSD will temporarily alter the scribed, i.e., they received a time-limited of t_
;_ functioning of the nervous system in quite course of psychotherapy which included drinl

_, _ unusual ways seems now to be an item one, and only one, LSD session. Our ob- ality

'i _' of general information. However, the ex- jectives were primarily research-oriented, oid-
_ _ tent to which the period of drug action i.e., to increase understanding of LSD el- of al
'_ _ can be harnessed for therapeutic advan- fects and to assess the safety and thera- that, _, inhe
_ _" tage has remained a complicated and un, peutic potential of its use within a limited"_ than:
• ,:: settled issue. ' period of treatment without regard for con-

'?? _t Somewhat over two years ago, in view siderable variations .in patients' personality logic
: _:_ of both the treatment dilemma posed by structures. Incidentally, the introduction of Thel
_• _, this procedure met with rapid and lasting the t

patient,staff,and administrativeacceptance an e
;. i! Read at the 122nd annual meeting of the Amer- despite the occasional mass-media storms divi¢

_i lean Psychiatric Association, Atlantic City, N. J., which have attended abuse of the drug. sions
_; .._ May 9-13, 1966. and

, Dr. Kurland is Director of Research, State of Approximately 18 months later we initi-
,,_ Maryland Department of Mental Hygiene, 301 " ated a controlled study which approximated inter
!,_ W. Preston Street, Baltimore, Md. 21201; Dr. UI

_ :__' Unger is Chief Therapist, Psychedelic. Therapy Re- a clinically realistic program: following the, :_ search Program, Spring Grove State Hospital, initial treatment effort, patients could con- freqt

i_ _. Baltimore, Md.; Dr. Shaffer is Chief of Behavioral tinue in outpatient therapy for a period of ually
,, _ Sciences, Friends of Psychiatric Research, Inc., tuate

_ Baltimore, Md.; and Dr. Savage is Director of Re- six months with the possibility of hospital
"' alon_•_ search, Spring Grove State Hospital. readmission for an additional one or two

_ This work was supported by Public Health LSD sessions. This study was also designed toler
_ i_'i" Service grant MH-08474 from the National Insti- ilatio

_ tute of Mental Health, administered by Friends of to shed light on the difficult question of
4 Psychiatric Research, Inc. nerv,

!_ The authors would like to acknowledge the con- the specific contribution of high-dose LSD drav,_' t.ributions to the work reported in this paper of to the over-all treatment effect. Further, hol ii
% v_ therapists Sidney Woff, M.A., Robert Leihy, M.A., systematic follow-up continues for 18

',_/ and O. Lee McCabe, M.A., and follow-up evalu- As

ator Harry Shock, LL.B. months. This study, in progress, is about ries i
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one-third through the clinical phase, with of personality pathology which has been
a planned 100 patients to be treated and widely called "alienation."
followed. Tiebout(3) has painted the picture as

The present paper will focus primarily follows:

up.on our experience with the aforemen- During tile course of the alcoholic's illness,
tioned 69 cases. We shall try to communi- there develops a personality pattern with a
care the rationale of this treatment form, characteristic, negative, hostile coloring. In-
some detail on how it is carried out, and cluded ill this pattern is a tendency to be:
some illustrative data, along with impres- tense and depressed; oppressed with a sense
sions and comments, of inferiority; weighed down by an overpower-

ing senseof lonelinessand isolation;egocen-
en Rationale tric; defiant; and walled off and dwelling, to a
;e- largeextent,ina worldapartfromothers.as

lic Fundamentally, the specific rationale for Usually, before we see such a patient in
ve the use of the psychedelic procedure with a state hospital setting, his life circum-

alcoholic patients resides, on the one hand, stances have degenerated into shambles.
ch in certain characteristic features of their In this setting, withdi'awn from his physical
,as presenting clinical picture, and on the dependence, the patient enjoys a period of
by other hand, in the particular and perhaps grace. But bitterness and despair seem
:he unique kinds of psychotherapeuticallymean- always close at hand; the established pat-
of ingful events which may be mobilized with tern of alienation continues to predominate.

sy- the aid of high doses of LSD. Let us look Given present treatment resources, only a
)se first at the alcoholic patient and the treat- pitifully low percentage of these patients
on. ment challenge he poses, achieve any degree of recovery. There is
,rk, The prodromal phase of this condition evidence that their life expectancy is ten
de- has been estimated to involve an average years or so less than average. Their course
ted of ten to 12 years of heavy to excessive is generally one of continuing personal
led drinking. Apparently, quite diverse person- misery and increasing social liability.
ob- ality types-neurotic, psychopathic, schiz_ It is here that the psychedelic procedure
ed, oid-are abnormally attracted to the effects may be brought into focus. Its basic aim
el- of alcohol. The available evidence suggests is to attack the pathological process de-
_'ra- that the common underlying predisposition noted by the term "alienation" and, if possi-
ted inheres in an inability, or at least lower ble, to break the patient loose from its
on- than average capacity, to handle psycho- hold and foster the growth of new con-
lity logical stresses, tensions, and frustrations, tact with himself and life. Long experience
i of There is even basis for inferring that during has indicated that unless and until there
ing the prodromal phase alcohol has served as is a major reorientation in the alcoholic
nce an effective therapeutic agent for such in- patient's view of his own worth and his
rms dividuals: tranquilizing anxiety and ten- prospects, the return to alcohol is inevitable
"ug. sions, inducing some degree of euphoria, and rapid.
fiti- and perhaps not particularly or seriously As with all psychotherapeutic endeavors ,
tted interfering with the normal conduct of life. the psychedelic procedure is made up of
the Ultimately, however, the pattern of heavy, a complex of variables and influences. To

;on- frequent intake of alcoholic beverages, us- illuminate the rationale of the procedure,
] of ually prolonged over many years, even- let us examine a psychedelic LSD session.
fital tuates in major trouble. There develops, All patients, as part of the process of
two along with an acquired increased tissue integration and consolidation, are request-
;ned tolerance, an apparent integration or assim- ed to write up a full report of the LSD
i of ilation of alcohol into the metabolism of day. One such report, reproduced below,

nervous tissue and the appearance of with- reflects what the procedure is specifically
5SD drawal symptoms upon cessation of alco- designed to facilitate and accomplish: a
:her, hol intake(2), psychedelicor "peak" experience.Approxi-

18 As the condition becomes chronic, it car- mately 75 percent of our patients have ex-
oout ries in its wake a distinctive configuration perienced the kind of psychedelic reactions
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described below. The remainder, though ized tile significance of this episode for my S,

not experiencing this particular kind of re- own experience with alcohol. After my crying agai
action, uniformly undergo periods of intense spell, I felt relieved and cleaner inside, sino
emotionality, with abreaction and/or ca- Once again I reclined on the couch. Tile The

music became more meaningful to me than like
tharsis, anything I had ever heard before. A tremen- agai

dous feeling of exaltation came over me. It muc
Report of a Psychedelic Session kept growing in intensity. I felt rapture and shar

ecstasy. Each moment I thought I had reached • me.
My first reactions after receiving the LSD the zenith of rapture and joy; then the in- St
were a slight nnmbness in the lips and a tin- tensity and ecstasy would increase. It was over- of n
gling sensation in the fingers. Upon instructions whehningl There are no words to describe I ha,
fromthe doctor, I reclinedon tile couch,had myfeelings, secrr
the eyeshade and stereophonic earphones placed Then, while I was in this state, all became to Ic
on me, and listened to the music, still and quiet. A sense of cleanliness and touc

Within the space of a few minutes, I no- purity swept over me. I was alone and at loveq
ticed that my hearing was extremely acute, peace. At this precise moment, I felt that all Agai
Tile music sounded clearer than any I had was holy and pure. I felt humble and insig- expe
ever heard before. In time, the music became nificant. I was completely awed! It was the mor_
overwhelmingly beautiful, and I seemed to feel greatest, the most magnificent experience of worl
a satisfying swelling within my chest, my life. I knew then that life has meaning man

Then, images began to flash through my and riches and rewards. I felt as though I In
mind. They were so fast, however, that I had been reborn. Probably never again will I repo:
couldn't catalogue anything-everything was undergo such an experience. But I don't care- my
almost a blur. Colors were different shades of once in a lifetime is more than any mortal can had,
goldand pale brown,but I still couldnot dis- hopefor. life
tinguish individual objects, only masses. I then began to think about mankind in persI

At about this point, the doctor asked me to general. I realized that what I had experienced comI
sit up. We talked for a moment and I asked was potentially in everyone, and I felt corn- Tt
for a cigarette. However, when I looked at my passion, warmth, and understanding for my day i
cigarette, the tobacco seemed alive and started fellow man.
to crawl or wiggle 'towards me. Hastily, I Again, as I lay listening to the music, I felt T]_
pushed away the cigarette. At the doctor's in- that days were passing by. Every minute duct
struction, I reclined again on the couch, seemed timeless. Sometime later, when I was and

I was now very conscious of the fact that the sitting up again, the doctor handed me a mir- cone

music was creating variations of great beauty ror. I looked, but I didn't like what I saw. As disaI
in my mind. It was such beauty that words I watched, to my utter horror, my image in the
can't describe it. The word "magnificent" kept mirror began to age. My face became older supp
running through my mind. I felt that I was and worn. I saw my skull disintegrate and turn after
being overwhelmed by beauty. I stated that I into ashes, and the ashes were me. In shock ently
was undergoing the most magnificent experi- and.horror, I turned away from the mirror, envi_
ence of my life. The doctor reminded me that what I had seen quill:

By this point, I had lost all sense of time. had come from me, that it reflected some as- App_
What seemed like an eternity later, but pos- pect of myself. Perhaps I feared that what was addi_
sibly only a minute or so in actual time, I be- in me could lead only to waste and ruin. He troll_
came aware that my mood had changed. I sud- urged me to confront the fear, since I had al- ment

denly saw myself near the bottom of a huge, ready discovered much in myself of value. I polic
filthy pit. It seemed to be bottomless and was understood. He encouraged me to look again limit
crawling with horrible things such as octopi in the mirror. This time I saw my face in its
and enormous, odd-shaped frogs. I tried to normal state, and as I did, I realized how deep- Hi
crawl nay way out of the pit and finally got ly afraid I had always been. I knew that I had allo_
near the top. Looking down, it was horrible- long been running from this fear, but that I defin
worse than I have ever visualized hell. Huge would run no longer, tionil
vats and casks containing whiskey were being I cried'. I remember wishing that my wife The
poured into this slimy pit. It seemed that all could be at my side, so I could tell her and have
the whiskey in the world was being dumped show her how I now felt. I knew then that I tator

there. I began to cry. A feeling of deep guilt had been throwing my life away, and that cess."
and remorse had come over me. The doctor there was so much I could do to change things and
had me sit up. In discussionwith him, I real- forthe better, inner
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Sometime after this, when I was reclining with love or ecstatic awe, etc. There can
again, I felt the presence of God and a warm, be no doubt that the LSD-altered nervous

sincere sense of compassion enveloped me. system is capable of generating such ex-
The sense of God that came over me was un- periences. For many patients the only avail-
like anything I had ever known. I thought able framework for labeling, interpreting,
again of how deeply I loved my wife and how and understanding such events seems to bemuch I would have liked her to be able to
share these exquisitely precious moments with the religious one. As Tiebout(3), for one,
me. has speculated,"religionprovidesthe cul-

Shortly after, the doctor gave me a picture tural (and symbolic) via media for reflect-
of my wife to look at. I saw something which ing the good which resides in the uncon-
I had never seen before. From her heart, there scious."
seemed to swell out a flow of love. It seemed
to be a tangible thing. Although I couldn't The Treatment Procedure
touch it, I knew it was real, and I knew she

The extent to which LSD is used in theloved me. A wave of emotion swept over me.
Again the tears welled in my eyes. Again, I psychedelic procedure as a facilitating
experienced a feeling of soul-cleansing. Once agent or tool, albeit an important one,
more, I felt reborn and at peace with the embedded within the matrix of a psycho-
world. I felt that I could never be the same therapeutic endeavor rather than in a chem-
man again. I felt pure, holy, and clean, otherapeutic or conventional drug sense,

In the late afternoon, I became calm and should by now be very clear. The therapist
reposed, listening to the music and discussing is specially trained and the therapeutic
my experiences with the doctor. I felt that I preparation leading up to the LSD session,had changed and that I would henceforth view
life and its problems' in an entirely different though brief, is quite intensive. During the
perspective. I felt I knew the real meaning of approximately two-week period, the patient
compassionand humility, is seen by the therapist nearly every day

This was the most satisfying and majestic and for a total number of hours averaging
day in my life. around 12 to 15.

In the initial interview, the nature of the
This report imparts something of the con- therapeutic enterprise is outlined for the

duct of a session, its dramatic impact, patient. An informational and expectation-
and the alienation-breaking possibilities we structuring brochure of articles about the
conceive it to hold. It also illustrates the use of LSD in treatment is given to the
disappointment when reality does not patient for outside reading. Therapy gen-
support the new self-image. One month erally begins with an examination of the
after his LSD session this patient, appar- patient's drinking history, his particular al-
ently in a state of anxiety brought on by coholic course, and a detailed, largely
environmental stress, attempted to tran- didactic exploration of the nature of the
quilize himself with a couple of drinks, condition. Then patient and therapist to-
Apparently he immediately reactivated his gether, in a moderately directive fashion,
addiction and was launched into uncon- begin to explore the patient's current per-
trollable drinking. He contacted our treat- sonality difficulties and major problems.
ment team seeking additional help, but our Once these have been preliminarily identi-
policy at that time (since revised)was to fled and sufficient rapport has been es-
limit each patient to a single LSD session, tablished, the focus is turned to the origin

High-dose administrations of LSD, while and development of the patient's path-
allowing the maintenance of consciousness, ology as the life history is exhaustively
definitely "overwhelm" normal ego func- reviewed in an attempt to develop insight
tioning and the sense of volitional control, into the dynamics of his case.
The subject, as William James(l) would Throughout, an attempt is made to clear-
have it, "seems to himself a passive spec- ly delineate and strengthen the "healthy"
tator or undergoer of an astounding pro- components of the patient's functioning.
cess." Patients under LSD may discover When the therapist judges: 1) that his
and directly encounter an "astounding" knowledge of the patient is sufficiently in-
inner world at least momentarily suffused timate; 2) that distorted and defensive ego

Amer. 1. Psychiat. 123: 10, Apr. 1967 1205
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functioning has been reduced and the pa- tient is explicitly detailed, along with the All oh;
tient's self-knowledge has been significantly general format for the course of the day. except
advanced; and 3) that the quality of the On the session day the therapist, assisted directi

therapeutic relationship has opened the by a nurse, is in constant attendance during The
possibility of a "significant encounter," he the entire period of the ten to 12 hours files ot
schedules the LSD session and proceeds to of the LSD session. I-Ie is responsible for flect i]

prepare specificallyfor it. guiding, shaping, and programming the casion:course of the session, remaining flexibly trends.
The specific preparation, and in certain attuned to the patient's progress, giving the m_

ways literal rehearsal, for the LSD session reassurance, aborting anxiety or other tur- and P
occurs on the day preceding it and occupies bulent or disruptive episodes, and mobiliz- most ]
about one and one-half hours. The nature ing and integrating affective responses and dure,
of the onset of the drug's effects, their dynamic material as the patient's experi- pathol,
course and significanceare outlined to the encesunfold, patient

patient. He tries on the eyeshade and The patient is exposed to a heavy dose tress; !
stereophonic headphones, and their func- of tender, loving care. Occasionally we is man
tions are explained. The possibility and have quipped that the function of LSD Scale i
import of all potentially disruptive or is to "potentiate love," and in fact this with n
alarming reactions are carefully reviewed seems a not inaccurate characterization. The tr,
and discussed: from incoordination, physi- It does most certainly appear that this the paologic_
cal distress, fear (for instance, "of going dimension of the therapeutic contact con- The]
crazy" or dying), to depression, paranoia, stitutes a highly significant ingredient in
confusion, and so forth. Insofar as is pos- the mobilization of psychedelic reactions, worthyof trea
sible,exactlywhat is expectedof the pa- tients)

Illustrative MMPI Data ality ¢

Some of our short-term MMPI data may benefit

FIGURE1 illustrate several points of interest. Figure The
CompositeMMPIProfileof the TotalSample

of 69 Patients 1 is a composite summary of the immediate ure 3)

,,5..... E r ''51 pretreatment to post-treatment changes av- patholc

,,01.- _s, t ''° [ eraged over the entire sample of 69 patients, tic dis,
,0o ,00 As may be seen, the procedure, over-all, previot

I ] shows a fairly marked beneficial impact, a VA i

9o._ [:901
8o- -80 FIGURE2 MMP

" _ I_ MMPI Profile of Patient #16 Before and After
i r°" /_ l 70 PsychedelicTherapy

•

i
I- I_ 115-] mPRE MAtE TG.

60 I 60 _ I10- mm

_I_ I I0 mPOST HO "I00-

100 100 -

. 90-

30 -- 90- 1 9O L "
80-

j 80 . -

0 H$ O HI Pd MI Po P! $c Me Si i _ 70--" /,,A
80-

MMP, S¢.,.s _ 70 " _ _ '_ _'u/| : 60-

- / %%%,

L, F, and K--validity scales _" _ | I _6° -
Hs--Hypochrondriasis 60- __

• 50"--

Hy--Hysteria . 40-
pd--Psychopathic Deviate
Mf--Masculinity-Feminity 4o, "• 30-

Pa---Paranoiapt--psychasthenia 30. 0

Sc--Schizophrenia _ _ n L , , J t J 0 i J
Ma--Hypomania 0 _ _ K Hs 0 Hy Pd MI Po Pt S¢ Mo 5,
Si--Social Introversion MMP' Scalos
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All changes on the clinical scales (with the Spring Grove, he had been continuously
exception of Hypomania) are in a positive intoxicated for nearly 18 months, and he
direction; all are statistically significant, complained of suicidal preoccupation. The

The pretreatment and post-treatment pro- treatment effect was striking, and the pa-
files of a single individual may perhaps re- tient's subsequent course, though not with-
fleet in somewhat sharper relief what oc- out mishap, has been in general very
casionally goes on within the general promising.
trends. Figure 2 (Patient #16) illustrates Occasionally during the course of this
the marked reductions on the Depression preliminary period we have instituted spot-

and Psychasthenia scales, which respond testing procedures in an attempt to assess
most regularly to the psychedelic proce- further the safety issue. At one point, we ad-
dure, along with a general flattening of ministered EEGs to 20 consecutive patients
pathologic signs. Before treatment such before and after treatment. As indepen-
patients are in severe psychological dis- dently rated by a clinical electroencepha-
tress; they are "hurting" badly. Depression lographer, there were no significant changes
is manifest; and the elevated Psychasthenia in kind or number of pathological EEG

Scale indicates rumination or preoccupation signs. Again, before and after treatment, we
with negative, distraught thought content, administered a comprehensive battery of
The treatment process does appear to break tests of intellectual functioning and impair-

the patient loose from the grip of path- ment to a series of patients. Where changes
ological functioning, occurred, they tended in the direction of en-

There is one point which seems note- hancement of functioning.

worthy. In our experience, with the kind Also, in a small series of patients, we
of treatment procedure described many pa- administered the MMPI :on the day im-

tients manifesting relatively severe person- mediately preceding the LSD session in
ality disturbance have shown significant order to explore ways of separating the
benefit, effect of the therapeutic preparation from

The initial test data on Patient #60 (Fig- the LSD session--an issue which our cur-
ure 3) indicated profound and widespread rent design approaches with much great-
pathology. His history included a psychiat- er sophistication. At any rate, while it was
ric discharge from military service and a clear in these earlier data that many pa-
previous neuropsyehiatrie hospitalization at tients were responding quite significantly
a VA installation. Prior to his admission to

FIGURE3 FIGURE4
MMPIProfileof Patient#60 BeforeandAfter MMPIProfileof OnePatientBeforeTherapeutic

PsychedelicTherapy PreparationandBeforeandAfterPsychedelicTherapy
115" mmPRE MALE R.S. 11,5 mmPRE MALE LH

..... ,oo"° _............. f
• , ,oot F,oo,90- I t ,_ 90 .

• I\.. ,, : ,o

, I,,. .v __ ..... ,o
60 t-

,50-

- Y _, - -"- 5o40- i

30-_ 30-I ] I I I I l I I II 0 I
0 HS 0 Hy Pd M| P0 Pl St MO 5i 0 I L ; _ 01 t

MMPI Scales L F H$ [} H) _ Pd MI _0 PI 8C MO 81
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to the therapeutic preparation, in other Conclusion _ 2.
cases this was not so, and it could be in- ]
ferred that the observed effects were fairly In closing, it might be well to emphasize 3. ']
directly attributable to the impact and that LSD, within the context of the treat- 1
emotional reeducation accomplished dur- ment procedure described herein, can ap-
ing the LSD session (see Figure 4 for parently be used with relative safety. Ac-
illustration), tually, in the 69 cases under discussionand

One final case (Figure 5) conveys two in subsequent work with alcoholic patients, R_

other points of interest. This patient was both clinical evaluation and psychological N. J
an unskilled laborer, intellectually dull, test data agree that no patient has been his
poorly educated, and culturally deprived, harmed; on the other hand, the extent of pital
In addition, his initial MMPI indicated benefit in some cases has seemed consider- firm(
quite extensive pathology. The first item of able. The seriousness of the LSD interven- othe:
note is that patients who probably would tion, however, should never be underesti- alcolthe
be considered very unlikely candidates for mated, and it would appear abundantly LSD
conventional therapy have responded fa- evident that specialized experience and It
vorably to the psychedelic procedure, training are prerequisite to maximally safe phas

Included in Figure 5 are the MMPI pro- and effective work with this agent, the
files obtained before treatment, immediately We have tried to review and reflect the tion
after treatment, and at the six-month fol- impression of promise which the psyche- misu

low-up point. (We have follow-up MMPIs delic procedure holds in the treatment of beco
on only a few patients in this preliminary the chronic alcoholic patient and especially with

its potential for coming to grips with and treat
series; these were administered in a pilot overturning the pathological pattern of greatresea
study of the systematic follow-upprocedure alienation. However, let us emphasize one
which is now in progress.) We see here an last time the treatment difficulties posed by tiona
interesting progression; a reversal of the this patient category. In the sample dis- dina]ratio
pattern of pathological functioning was ap- cussed herein, only 23 patients, or exactly and
parently initiated during the active treat- one-third, had maintained abstinence up to
ment phase, which appears not only to the six-month follow-up, to coI

consolidate but to continue. This patient has As a final word, the question may again by l:
remained abstinent at six months and his be raised of formulating what this treat- confi
wife reported him, as we might guess, to ment effort accomplishes. During the course the (
be "a changed man." of this work we have had many observers Tt

and visitors. One of them, Dr. John Buck- very
F1GUaE5 man of the Marlborough Day Hospital• in unde

MMPIProfileof One PatientBeforeand After London, made what we thought was an
PsychedelicTherapyand at Six-M0nthF0110w-Up astute appraisal after systematically inter-

viewing several of the treated patients. He
,,5...... _ALEc, ',',_ said, in effect, that the treatment procedure110" m POST

.. ........... seemed to be returning the patients to the

,oo-. ,oo .human race. He thought that following
90- t_t -90[ psychedelic therapy they were truly suitable

ao[ J_ _ / _ -8o[_t and amenable to continuing psychotherapy.
- ; t --., . t . , He speculated that what had been achieved

! t 1_I_ _r0 _'--t_,_ "_It''/ _ s I/_t\_. ,o ,_ might take a year or longer through con-
; t/'Kj_ /r.o_- i , ventional procedures, if in fact these pa-

60 " - 60

_ . t tients could ever be effectively engaged in
50 -50_ a therapeutic enterprise. In good part, we

'° t , tt _,," .::00j ,,. have come to sharethisview.REFERENCES

30_ - - -0 ......... -_ i J t. 0 _ , 1. James, W.: The Varieties of Religious Experi-
L F HS D HT Pd Mf Po Pt Sc Mo Si

MMe,sc*l., thee. New York: Modem Library, 1902.
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._ _ Jellinek, E.: The Disease Concept of A]co- includes not only a physically comfortable
' • holism. New Haven: Hillhouse Press, 1960. situation, but more important, a warm and un-

• 3, Tiebout, H. M.: Conversion as a Psychological derstanding staff who have had considerable
Phenomenon (in the Treatment of the Alco- experience with the drug and its effects. This
holic), Pastoral Psychol. 2:28-34, 1951. is to say that the beneficial results which may

follow such an experience must be viewed
DISCUSSION within the total social context; the privilege

-' of "rejoining the human race" must be symbol-
• ROBEnT S. GAnBEn, M.D. (Belle Mead, ically enacted in an atmosphere of cordiality

:N, J.).-The research team of Dr. Kurland and and acceptance.
his associates from Spring Grove State Hos- Secondly, I feel that follow-up psychother-
pital has, in a well-conceived project, con- apy, with the opportunity to work through the
firmed the earlier work of Hoffer, Carrier, and elaborate complex of psychic material, is very
others that the course of chronic and severe• much the responsibility of the individuals who
alcoholism can often be favorably altered by choose to utilize the psychedelic drugs. Our
the use of psychedelic therapy, specifically group found that a significant number of such
LSD. patients developed a depressive reaction some

It seems appropriate at tbis time to em- number of months following their experience,
phasize and contrast the difference between and the importance of a previously established
the orderly, judicious, and controlled utiliza- therapeutic relationship, carefully maintained
tion of LSD as reported and the frightening through appropriate aftercare, cannot be un-
misuse of the drug with which we have lately derestimated. We feel LSD actually catalyzed
become only too familiar. The sensationalism therapy and in no way replaced it. To feel
with which some of the national press have otherwise, we believe, is to replace adult judg-
treated this whole subject matter has done a ment with childish wishes for magic. Truly,
great disservice to qualified and conscientious LSD is no panacea.
researchers who have been attempting to ra- Thirdly, I was not certain from what I
tionally explore the potential of this extraor- read whether the author and his associates

dinary substance. One hopes and trusts that merely offered support and reassurance dur-
rational minds will prevail over current panic, ing the sessions or whether they tended to
and that honest and capable men will be able question and thus direct the patient. From
to continue much needed research in this field, our own experience, we soon learned that the

I would like to stress several points made latter technique tended to build up or in-

by Dr. Kurland and his associates and which crease feelings of paranoia.Dr. Kurland's group are to be commended
confirm our own investigations with LSD at for the diligent manner in which they have
the Carrier Clinic. persistently pursued their studies. It has been

The first is the importance of providing a fascinating and, at the same time, gratifying
very supportive environment for the patient to see many similarities in their procedures
undergoing a psychedelic experience. This and results as compared with our own.
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